INGREDIENTS
(Cleaned of fingerprints)

Good quality lighters. The hi-energy individually sealed or 'gell' type are the best and also help prevent forensic traces on your clothes.

Lighter/matches

The cars of the wealthy classes, the corporations and the state are the fuel of our urban barricades and the flame of our international solidarity. Using simple, easy to reproduce methods we cause chaos, in an act of social war against the capitalist system and consumer culture. Class insurrection against the prison society.

Instructions

We light the product(s) properly and place in position 1 (directly on top of the wheel under the arch below the fuel tank/cap) for hi-energy individually sealed type, or position 2 (push into/through outer engine grill) for 'gell' type.

The flames will take some time to establish, giving you time to leave the area. Be aware of witnesses and your entrance and exit route.

Position 1 will result in a fuel tank explosion if product(s) are hi-energy. Position 2 will result in an engine fire which will also destroy the vehicle.

FOR SOCIAL WAR NOW!